
Sustainable Development

1. What is it?

2. Why Care?

3. How can Business profit?



Sustainable Development
means growing things, including 

wealth, in the natural way,

… for the long term, efficiently,
… without destroying natural resources,
… realizing profits without consuming        

your natural or human capital.



How is Sustainable 

Development Different from 

Ordinary Manufacturing?



• Answer 1 = Sustainable Development is 
Cyclical rather than Linear.

• Answer 2 = Sustainable Development is 
very Energy Efficient.

• Answer 3 = Sustainable Development
Adds Value over the Long Term, not 
just maximizing short-term profits.



Old Way Manufacturing =

Raw          manufacturing          Useful 

Materials       processes              Products

Waste



Sustainable Development Way
Manufacturing Processes are more Cyclic

Raw Useful
Products

Materials

More useful “Waste” feeds new
Products marketable products





Examples from Recycling

• A) Paper, especially Newsprint paper.
-- Pure, white paper still costs more recycled than 
from new wood.  But newsprint, box board & other 
brown papers cost much less if recycled from old.

• B)   Metals, but especially Aluminum.
-- a recycled aluminum can costs just 5% of

what creating a new aluminum can costs.



Examples from Nature

A)  Forestry Management

B)  Fisheries Management

C)  Wildlife Management

X)  Tourism as a Primary Industry



Sustainable Yields

-- This is a Key Concept from Ecology

If you cut down every tree in a forest, you
get maximum today, but nothing tomorrow.

If you catch every fish in a pond or the ocean
you can eat well today, but starve tomorrow.



Note to Investors!

Therefore, the wise steward of natural 
resources aims for maximum Sustainable
Yield rather than maximum immediate
return on investment.

Thus the merchant has a business forever, 
and the people are enriched for generations.



The Importance of Diversity

-- In the Natural Systems just defined,
forests, fisheries, and wildlife, and

-- In Agriculture, which was derived from 
Nature after all!  Benefits are:

A)  Resistance to Diseases

B)  Multiple Income Streams



The Wisdom of Farmers

• Without Good Soil you are doomed.
• Waste from Animals is Food for Crops.
• Multiple Crops avoid catastrophic losses,

and provide food of varying nutrition 
at varying times of the year.

So no one starves when Nature 
sends her Problems, which  She Will!



This is the Sustainable Way.

Let  Nature be your Guide.

She has endured longer 
than we have.



Global Warming and 

Energy Futures for

Human Civilization



Carbon Dioxide rose from 315 ppm in 1958 to 380
pm in 2003 (65 ppm in 45 years, or 1.44 ppm/year)



Tradeoffs: Critical Core Concept

• Quality is one dimension; Electricity being 
the most useful, low-grade heat the least.     
Portability is a key factor for transportation.

• The other Critical factor is  Energy Ratio.  
Low energy ratios make ethanol bad in MN.

• Anything that burns carbon is negative in 
relation to global warming, but some fuels 
(like coal) are more negative than others.



Common Energy Ratios
(a.k.a. energy gain over energy used)

• 50.0 Hydroelectric* (also high quality)
• 15-45 Nuclear* (does not count disposal)
• 10.0 Easy* Oil (e.g. Saudi, light)
• 3-6.0 Hard* Oil (e.g. Wyoming, heavy)
• 7-30 Coal  (NOx and SOx are problems)
• 4-34 Wind (reliability and transmission)
• 2-10 Solar Photovoltaic (cost, storage)
• 1.5 Ethanol (low ER except in Brazil)



Major Oil Producers and Consumers
(numbers are millions of barrels per day in 2004)

• 10.4  Saudi Arabia 20.5 United States
• 9.3  Russia 6.5 China
• 8.7  United States 5.4 Japan
• 4.1  Iran 2.6 Germany
• 3.8  Mexico 2.6 Russia
• 3.6  China 2.3 India
• 3.2  Norway 2.3 Canada
• 3.1  Canada 2.2 Brazil
• 2.9  Venezuela 2.1 South Korea
• 2.8  United Arab Emirates 2.0 France



•

The Simplest Description of 
the Problem

•

1900                                                                       2000

Global Supply

Global Demand

The Crosshairs of Global Conflict Today

20th Century Global Supply and Demand Curves



Hubbert’s Famous Curve



Put Your Politicians to Work!

• Help them understand that the fate of the 
nation is in their hands.  Energy is key!

• Solving the challenge of sustainable 
development is not just popular; it is 
required for a prosperous future.

• They must at least give permission for 
Large Scale Research and Development.



Global Warming  Fast - Facts:
• National Geographic News, Dec. 6, 2004 

reported that the 1990’s was the warmest 
decade since the mid-1800’s. The hottest 
years ever recorded are 2005, 1998, 2002, 
2004, 2003, 2001 and 1997.  So, seven of 
the ten hottest years ever were quite recent.

• Since 1978 Arctic sea ice has shrunk by 
some 9% per decade, and thinned as well.  
This matters to seals & bears & our navy.



So, What is Sustainable
Development?

• It is managing national and global economies 
in the interests of the seventh generation,

• Using time-tested principles from the ancients 
that transcend the ideologies of today,

• So that our grandchildren’s grandchildren can 
enjoy the civilization that we built together.



So, Why should anyone 
Care about it?

• Because you’d like to have Grandchildren!

• Because you want your  Grandchildren to 
Like You Too!!

• Because we all need a healthy Earth to live; 
this is the essence of 7th generation thinking.



So, How can anyone 
Profit from it?

• By turning Waste into Money by finding 
new ways to produce new useful things.

• By turning Wasted Energy into Money
Saved, just by being more efficient.

• By creating System Synergies as you 
discover cleaner ways to fuel the future.
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